Empowering filmmakers everywhere
Moxie is a wireless lens control system that bridges the gap between capability
and affordability.
A lens control system helps you get more cinematic shots and increase the
production value of your work by enabling you to use a shallower depth of field.
Going wireless means you can capture shots from compelling new angles by
improving the mobility of your camera rig. Whatever your vision, Moxie can
help you bring it to life.
Moxie makes it easy to take your shots to the next level. Simply mount to your
lens, plug into power, and take control of your shot. Moxie is designed from the
ground up to grow with you. If you're just getting started or rarely need wireless
lens control, Moxie is affordable; but, if you are a professional cinematographer,
Moxie provides the day-in/day-out performance and reliability that you need
to get the job done.
Moxie provides professional-grade wireless focus, iris, and zoom control at a
price that won't break the bank.

Connect three devices to
your phone for focus, iris,
and zoom control

Calibrate, add marks,
and set limits

Record, keyframe, and
automate focus, iris, and
zoom sequences
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TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR LENS
Connect three devices to your Android or iOS smartphone for focus, iris, and
zoom control from up to 80 m away. Optionally, add a 3-axis hand-held
controller or thumbwheel for a more traditional interface.
CONTROL YOU CAN RELY ON
Moxie packs enough torque to pull focus smoothly on even the stiffest lenses,
yet it keeps your equipment safe by using torque feedback to drive each lens
with just the right amount of torque.
SIMPLIFY YOUR LIFE
Moxie can automatically calibrate end-stops. However, what sets Moxie apart is
how easy it is to map new lenses and save them for future use.
PULL FOCUS WITH CONFIDENCE
The Moxie App lets you add marks and set limits at various focus points so you
can ace your manual focus pulls every time.
AUTOMATE YOUR SHOT
Record, keyframe, and automate focus, iris, and zoom sequences for consistent
shots over multiple takes.
CUSTOMIZE YOUR EXPERIENCE
Adjust the control precision using a pinching gesture on the focus ring, linearize
the focus ring for intuitive focus pulls, and enable haptic feedback so you can
keep your eyes on the action.
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OUR STORY
We started Gravity Laboratories to empower individuals to achieve their potential.
That is why we work hard each and every day to deliver unmatched value by
creating high performance products and making them accessible to everyone.
We are inspired by the dreamers and the doers; therefore, we create with the
ultimate goal of empowering you to become your best self.
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